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- A different idea for cosmic ray muons 
- A “study” case 
- Future developments 
- Conclusions  
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SUMMARY

Our group is mostly involved in data analysis and Monte Carlo simulations 


We are also working on a project for a compact and easy-to-use detector 
based on scintillator fibers for muon tomography applications
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In particle and nuclear physics, muons are often used to “calibrate” 
the experimental apparatuses, that is, to measure the relative 
position of different detectors with respect one to each other. 

Can we do the same for civil applications?

—[we started to investigate the possibility to use of the cosmic ray muons to monitor the 

alignment of physical part of a vertical structure (tower, pillar, mechanical press, etc., etc.) 


The question arose from a discussion between a physicist (A. Zenoni) and an 

engineer (D. Cambiaghi) of the University of Brescia that collaborated to the 

construction of the apparatus holder of the FINUDA experiment, then “aligned” 

with cosmic rays

A different idea: stability systems with cosmic ray muons
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Figure 1. Pictures of the simulated configuration for the structure of the industrial press and the detectors, crossed by a cosmic ray. The
upper (DETu), middle (DETm) and lower (DETl) detectors constitute the detection system, called telescope. They are mechanically
connected to the parts of the structure whose relative positions have to be monitored.
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

proposed to detect high-density materials in closed containers
[16], especially to prevent contraband of radioactive material
[17–19].

Due to their property of crossing very thick materials,
cosmic rays appear as suitable tools for the realization of
measurement systems, specially as a helpful alternative to
traditional optical systems, when detectors are not mutually
visible.

This paper is aimed at assessing potentialities and limits
of muon detection techniques, when applied outside the field
of Particle and Nuclear Physics, with particular reference
to the engineering applications, such as alignment and
positioning measurements and monitoring on large mechanical
and civil structures. Advantages in the adoption of this
methodology could be remarkable for several applications,
i.e. where the parts to be measured are partially or completely
inaccessible, making other conventional methods useless,
where weakly controlled atmospheric conditions lessen the
performances of traditional optical laser techniques [20] or
where interposed materials prevent their use. A feasibility
analysis performed by numerical simulations is proposed
here, in order to verify the possible application of cosmic
ray detection techniques to engineering measurements and
monitoring problems. Moreover the results of this study could
provide useful information to identify a specific detector to be
used in such a measurement system.

2. Monte Carlo simulation of a reference case

The feasibility of a measurement system based on the detection
of cosmic ray muons has been evaluated considering, as a
representative example, the case of a mechanical press. The
analysis has been performed by numerical simulations, with
the aim of estimating the measurement uncertainty of the
method and its dependence on the geometrical dimensions of
the structure, on the materials interposed between the particle
detectors, on the detector dimensions and spatial resolution
and, ultimately, on the data-taking time.

The considered geometry is represented in figure 1. The
press is about 5 m high, 1.5 m long and 1.2 m deep; the
detection system (telescope) is mechanically connected to
the parts of the structure that have to be monitored and is
made up of three plane position detectors, placed in the upper
(DETu), middle (DETm) and lower (DETl) parts of the press.
The distance between DETu and DETl is 3.3 m, and the
distance between DETu and DETm is 2.5 m; the detection
plane of the simulated detectors is a sensitive 200 mm edge
square and each detector is 10 mm thick. The simulated
structure of the press is considered as composed of iron,
whereas the volumes representing the detectors are made of
plastic organic scintillator, a typical constituent of common
particle detectors, such as scintillating fibres [2]. A more
detailed simulation of a specific detector was not required
since the results of the study are largely independent of the
detector constituent material, with respect to the thickness of
the crossed iron. In the simulation, the particle detectors are
considered perfectly aligned on the vertical and each one is
fixed to one of the components of the mechanical structure
whose relative positions have to be monitored. As will be
clear in the following, in a real system, this requirement would
not be crucial and normal mechanical positioning precision
is sufficient. A measurement system like the one described
above shows the simplest realizable configuration, but it is an
exhaustive example for what concerns the involved physical
phenomena and the statistical analysis of the data.

The Monte Carlo simulations have been performed by
a C++ toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles
through matter, called Geant4©: this package is largely used
in Particle and Nuclear Physics studies [21]. The geometries
of the press structure and of the detectors and their constituent
materials have been taken into account in the simulations. The
detector spatial resolution has been fixed to σ = 100 µm
on both coordinates of the sensitive surface, a typical value
for different types of detectors. Finally, to obtain significant
results, a realistic cosmic ray muon generator, based on
experimental data [22], has been implemented in the code, in
order to simulate, as realistically as possible, the momentum
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Figure 8. The !x and !z histograms after imposing a 2 cm displacement in both directions on the middle detector of the telescope. The
sample standard deviations are statistically compatible with respect to the distribution represented in figure 3, but the mean values are
displaced by an amount equal to the imposed displacement. The two distributions correspond to 21 h data taking.

Figure 9. Resolution of the measurement system as a function of
the data-taking time calculated for the considered geometry and
supposing a calibration data taking of 1 week.
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This relation sets the maximum one standard deviation
measurement uncertainty of the mean value of the best-fit
function of the !x distribution for assessing, within a 99.85%
level of significance, a displacement !Sx of the middle
detector. Equation (5.2) establishes also the relation between
the resolution of the measurement system and the data-taking
time, because the value of ϵti is related to the data-taking time.

Figure 9 shows this relation calculated in the considered
geometry and supposing a calibration data taking of 1 week.
One can see that the system is able to detect a relative
displacement of 1.0 mm in about 12 h of measurement,
whereas 60 h are needed to detect a 0.5 mm displacement.
It is important to recall that these performances are obtained
in a geometrical condition where the external detectors of the
telescope, whose area is only 400 cm2, are 3.3 m far away and
the cosmic rays cross tens of centimetres of iron interposed
between the detectors.

6. Summary and conclusions

Cosmic ray muon detection techniques for apparatus
alignment are widespread in the field of Particle and
Nuclear Physics. A feasibility analysis concerning possible
applications of these methods in mechanical and civil
engineering is proposed in this work.

Specifically, a preliminary study for the case of monitoring
the alignment of an industrial press has been developed,
performing Monte Carlo simulations. A telescope formed by
three position detectors, vertically aligned, has been linked
to the mechanical structure of the press. The position of
the intermediate detector, relative to the other two, has been
determined by measuring the hitting positions of cosmic rays
crossing the whole telescope and performing an appropriate
statistical analysis of data, based on the distributions of the
two statistical variables !x and !z defined in section 3.

The position measurement standard uncertainty is the
most significant considered parameter. It is directly connected
to the data-taking time. The relation connecting the reachable
standard uncertainty u and the data-taking time t is given by
equation (4.2), where C is a parameter depending on the
detector telescope features (detector size, distance between
detectors, detector intrinsic resolution) and on the mechanical
structure on which the telescope is placed (interposed materials
and thicknesses, geometry).

For the studied configuration, where the distance between
the most external detectors was 3.3 m and the total crossed
iron thickness was 280 mm, C = (226.6 ± 0.3) µm day1/2.
Standard uncertainty improves when the crossed thickness
and/or interposed material density decrease. The sample
distributions !x and !z must be fitted with best-fit functions
representing the shapes of the parent population of the !x and
!z statistical variables. The best-fit parameters of the fitting
functions are correlated with the position measurement and its
uncertainty.

The shapes of the parent populations are obtained
by fitting a sum of Gaussian functions with the same
mean value and different standard deviations and weights
(see equation (4.1)) on a very large sample of data. Such very
large samples, of the order of one hundred thousand cosmic
rays crossing the whole telescope, are hardly obtained with a
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Figure 4. In these two figures the best-fit functions are superimposed on their respective Monte Carlo distributions for !x and !z statistical
variables. Moreover the reduced χ 2 values, the best-fit function mean values (mfx and mfz ) and the values of the (σi , wi) parameters are
reported.

Table 1. The table shows the comparison between the results obtained with the method based on the sample parameters and on the best-fit
procedure.

Sample quantities Best-fit

Ns (samples) Generated muons N̄c (events) ϵm (µm) ϵm′ (µm) ϵmf
(µm) ϵsf (µm)

10 4 M 6848 ± 29 241.22 ± 56.86 242.77 86.31 ± 20.34 83.11 ± 0.29
21 2 M 3420 ± 14 384.56 ± 60.80 343.55 118.63 ± 18.76 118.60 ± 0.84
43 1 M 1790 ± 6 561.11 ± 61.22 486.03 192.22 ± 20.97 169.44 ± 1.45
86 500 k 854 ± 3 806.30 ± 61.84 687.35 255.24 ± 19.58 244.59 ± 1.89

172 250 k 427 ± 2 1025.66 ± 55.46 972.06 366.36 ± 19.81 347.26 ± 2.22
344 125 k 214 ± 1 1427.00 ± 54.50 1374.70 539.62 ± 20.60 483.00 ± 3.21

Ns = number of samples having the same generated number of events
N̄c = average number of cosmic rays crossing the whole telescope, calculated on the Ns samples
ϵm = measurement uncertainty estimated by the standard deviation of the distribution of the Ns sample mean values
ϵm′ = measurement uncertainty estimated by the ratio between the standard deviation of the whole population of
43 million generated events and the square root of N̄c

ϵmf
= measurement uncertainty estimated by the standard deviation of the distribution of the means (m) of the Ns

best-fit functions
ϵsf = measurement uncertainty estimated by the average of the errors in the mean values of the Ns best-fit functions
calculated by error propagation in the fitting algorithm.

4.2. Relation between uncertainty and data-taking time

4.2.1. Data samples and estimators. The number of cosmic
rays crossing the whole telescope is strictly connected to
the data-taking time. To simulate periods of data taking of
different length, the larger population of Monte Carlo data
(43 millions of muons crossing the upper detector) has been
split into smaller samples, characterized by different numbers
of events. In particular, the following samples have been
extracted:
10 samples of 4 M events, corresponding to a measurement
time of 6.9 days per sample;
21 samples of 2 M events: measurement time 3.5 days per
sample;
43 samples of 1 M events: measurement time 1.7 days per
sample;
86 samples of 500 k events: measurement time 0.9 days per
sample;

172 samples of 250 k events: measurement time 0.4 days per
sample;

344 samples of 125 k events: measurement time 0.2 days per
sample.

The evaluation of the measurement uncertainty of the
telescope has been performed only on the !z distribution,
the procedure being the same for the !x distribution. In
this work, two methods have been used to obtain statistical
estimators of the mean value of the parent population with
their uncertainties, and the results have been compared. The
first is simply based on the sample mean value and standard
deviation of the distributions of the statistical variables; the
second is based on the best-fit parameters returned by the
aforementioned best-fit procedure, applied to the different
samples. The results obtained by these two methods are
reported and compared in table 1.

In table 1, the first column shows the number of samples
into which the total population of 43 million events has been
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The effects that “widen” the distributions [and make the measurements less accurate] are:
➢  physical effects [interaction of muons with matter]
➢  detector spatial uncertainty

∆x [cm] ∆z [cm]
-8 -8 +8+8

The “mean” of the distribution gives the relative position 
of the middle detector with respect to the other two. Once  
“measured” this position at a given time defined as t = 0 
[through a calibration campaign] it is the possible to 
monitor it as a function of time to detect relative 
displacements

r

Pint

upper muon detector

x
z

y ∆x

∆z

Psup

Pr

Pinf

middle muon detector

lower muon detector

Statistical variables

and their distributions 

position of the middle detector with 
respect to the other two (assuming 

“perfect” vertical alignment)

A different idea: stability systems with cosmic ray muons
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• stability monitoring of “vertical structures” (towers, pillars, skyscrapers, 

historical buildings, etc.) is often fundamental

A different idea: stability systems with cosmic ray muons
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•  stability monitoring of “vertical structures” (towers, pillars, skyscrapers, 

historical buildings, etc.) is often fundamental

• in many cases mechanical or optical systems are the only available options 

• invasiveness (meters of rods) limits the use for building with high  
historical and cultural value 

• large distances or floors limit the use of optical systems 

•  after the “mechanical press” study, we investigated the possibility of using 
cosmic muons for the stability monitoring of historical building

A different idea: stability systems with cosmic ray muons

 👍 use of a free natural source of radiation
 👍 μ are highly penetrating     walls and floors are easily traversed 
 👍 no need of visibility or empty spaces
 👍 limited invasiveness
 👍 possibility to design a global monitoring system
 👎 low rate of cosmic muons     (relatively) long data taking
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Antonietta Donzella

A. Donzella1, A. Zenoni1, G. Baronio1, I. Bodini1, 
G. Bonomi1, D. Cambiaghi1, M. Lancini1, M. 
Subieta1,D. Vetturi1, V. Villa1,  C. Riccardi2,  

P. Vitulo2, G. Zumerle3 

1 Dipartimento di Ingegneria Meccanica e Industriale, 

   University of Brescia 
2 Dipartimento di Fisica, University of Pavia 
3 Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, University of Padova

Brescia, Palazzo della Loggia, 1574

MONSTER&CO PROJECT (2013-14) 
MONitoraggio di STrutture Edili mediante Raggi Cosmici 
A project financed by the Dipartimento di Ingegneria Meccanica e Industriale, Università di Brescia

Simulation of a specific case: Palazzo della Loggia in Brescia
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Brescia, Palazzo della Loggia, 1574

Antonietta Donzella

View of the inside of the wooden vaulted root

Details of a joint

Studies reported here have been performed by the  
“Centro di studio e ricerca per la conservazione ed il recupero dei  
beni architettonici ed ambientali” 
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, University of Brescia

Construction of the 
actual roof, 1914

Simulation of a specific case: Palazzo della Loggia in Brescia
Palazzo della Loggia: the roof has stability issues
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Antonietta Donzella

Sensors consisted in a couple of 
wires of invar (nickel-iron alloy) and 
steel to compensate for thermic 
variations

Measurement of elongation 
both mechanical and electronic
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Simulation of a specific case: Palazzo della Loggia in Brescia
Palazzo della Loggia: the monitoring campaign of the “Palazzo” (1999-2001)
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Geant4 is monte-carlo simulation toolkit – http://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4 
• Simulates radiation interactions with matter 

• GEometry ANd Tracking 
• HEP background 

• C++ based / Object orientated

Simulation of a specific case: simulation tools
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15 cm wood roof

Antonietta Donzella

Why evaluating cosmic rays

Pros 
✓natural radiation, continuous  

✓ no artificial source, no radiological risks 

✓muons cross materials such as wooden floors 

with small deviations (with optical system is 
impossible) 

✓ easy measurements with “standard” techniques 

in physics

Cons 
✓ the presence of statistical deviations requires the 

usage of distributions 
✓ the need to accumulate enough statistics and 

thus wait the required time

210000 muoni/s
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telescope

target detector

40 cm 36 cm
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Simulation of a specific case: basic idea
Simulation: it contains: a muon generator, the geometry and the materials of the detectors and 
also the relevant structure of the building (such as the 15 cm wood roof)
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Simulation of a specific case: Palazzo della Loggia in Brescia
Displacement resolution as a function of time
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Antonietta Donzella
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a more refined statistical analysis (a function to fit the data instead of 
using the mean of the distribution) can improve the resolution, if required

Simulation of a specific case: Palazzo della Loggia in Brescia
Simulation of the seasonal displacement

red: real data 
points: MC simulation
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Proposed detector

•  double layers of scintillating (3 x 3) mm2 fibers 
•  fibers coupled to SiPMs 

•  “cheap” 
•  low voltage operation 
•  good spatial and time resolution 

necessary to correlate reconstructed events 
in the two independent telescopes

102 Caratterizzazione del sistema fibra scintillante - SiPM

Figura 4.20: Fibre ottiche scintillanti BCF �10 della Saint�Gobain a sezione quadrata da 3⇥3 mm2

a single� cladding.

Parametri BCF �10 a sezione quadrata a single-clad
Dimensioni fibra 3 mm⇥3mm⇥⇠ 1m
Materiale fibra Polistirene
Indice di rifrazione fibra 1.60
Densità 1.05g/cm3

Materiale rivestimento polimetilmetacrilato
Indice di rifrazione riv. 1.49
Spessore rivestimento 4% delle dimensioni della f ibra
Picco emissione 432nm
Lunghezza di attenuazione 2.2m
Efficienza di intrappolamento 4%
# di fotoni per MeV ⇠ 8000

Tabella 4.4: Principali caratteristiche delle fibre scintillanti BCF �10 a sezione quadrata da 3⇥3 mm2

a single-clad [39].

La sezione quadrata è stata preferita rispetto a quella circolare con l’idea di ottimizzare
la struttura tra le fibre adiacenti e tra i piani di fibre al fine di migliorare, nel complesso, il
volume efficace di scintillazione. La struttura quadrata, infatti, non crea intercapedini tra fibre
o piani di fibre adiacenti come accadrebbe per le fibre a sezione circolare.

In Figura 4.21 sono mostrati gli spettri forniti dalla Saint �Gobain per la fibre BCF , in
particolare per il modello BCF �10 utilizzato nell’esperimento.

Il segnale prodotto dalle fibre scintillanti BCF �10 ha un picco attorno ai 432nm, mentre
la risposta in guadagno ed efficienza quantica del AdvanSiD�NUV �SiPM 3S�P è nell’in-
tervallo di lunghezze d’onda 350÷ 900nm ed ha un picco attorno ai 390nm: il picco dello
spettro di emissione della luce prodotta dalle fibre scintillanti BCF �10 cade nella regione di
massima sensibilità del dispositivo di rivelazione utilizzato.

(3 x 3 x 400) mm3

independent detectors

400 mm400 mm

Improving the monitoring system
Simulation of a specific case: possible improvements
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The reconstruction alghrithm:
Simulation of a specific case: possible improvements
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Design and development of a 
small-scale prototype

A possible detector design

in collaboration with University of Pavia (P. Vitulo group)
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two hodoscopes (“telescopes”in the following) •  

each layers composed by 8 scintillating fibers•  

composed by three detecting layers 

(BCF-10 from Saint-Gobain)

(3 x 3 x 200) mm3
each fiber coupled to a SiPM (SiPM3S-P from AdvanSiD)•  

86 Caratterizzazione del sistema fibra scintillante - SiPM

Figura 4.1: Disegno meccanico del ASD - NUV - SiPMs 3S - P. Le misure sono riporte in mm
(fonte: AdvanSiD datasheet [38]).

Parametri ASD-SiPM3S-P Unità
Effective Active Area 3⇥3 mm2

Cell Size 50⇥50 µm2

Cells number 3600 �
Spectral response range 350÷900 nm
Peak sensitivity wavelength 390 nm
Photon Detection Efficiency 33 %
Breakdown Voltage 27±2 V
Dark Count 100⇥103 ÷300⇥103 Cps/mm2

Gain 4⇥106 �
Breakdown Voltage temperature sensitivity 26 mV/°C

Tabella 4.1: Caratteristiche geometriche, elettriche ed ottiche (TA = 25°C) [38].

La struttura a micro-pixel di un SiPM è molto delicata da maneggiare ed eventualmente da
pulire, anche per la presenza del bonding superciale. Uno strato di resina epossidica è inoltre
applicato sull’area attiva della giunzione a fini protettivi. La resina epossidica è opaca alle
lunghezze d’onda inferiori ai 300nm.

4.1.2 L’apparato sperimentale

Come nel caso di un comune diodo a giunzione p - n, anche in un SiPM sono rilevanti sia
la misura in polarizzazione diretta che quella in polarizzazione inversa ed è proprio dalle ca-
ratteristiche della curva corrente - tensione in tali regioni di funzionamento che si valutano
rispettivamente i valori della resistenza di quenching Rquench e della tensione di breakdown
Vbd . Per determinare questi parametri è stata misurata la corrente di buio dei SiPMs per di-

all the mechanical supports (ABS) created with a 3D printer•  

Design
A possible detector design: a small-scale detector prototype
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two hodoscopes (“telescopes”in the following) •  

each layers composed by 8 scintillating fibers•  

composed by three detecting layers 

(BCF-10 from Saint-Gobain)

(3 x 3 x 200) mm3
each fiber coupled to a SiPM (SiPM3S-P from AdvanSiD)•  

86 Caratterizzazione del sistema fibra scintillante - SiPM

Figura 4.1: Disegno meccanico del ASD - NUV - SiPMs 3S - P. Le misure sono riporte in mm
(fonte: AdvanSiD datasheet [38]).

Parametri ASD-SiPM3S-P Unità
Effective Active Area 3⇥3 mm2

Cell Size 50⇥50 µm2

Cells number 3600 �
Spectral response range 350÷900 nm
Peak sensitivity wavelength 390 nm
Photon Detection Efficiency 33 %
Breakdown Voltage 27±2 V
Dark Count 100⇥103 ÷300⇥103 Cps/mm2

Gain 4⇥106 �
Breakdown Voltage temperature sensitivity 26 mV/°C

Tabella 4.1: Caratteristiche geometriche, elettriche ed ottiche (TA = 25°C) [38].

La struttura a micro-pixel di un SiPM è molto delicata da maneggiare ed eventualmente da
pulire, anche per la presenza del bonding superciale. Uno strato di resina epossidica è inoltre
applicato sull’area attiva della giunzione a fini protettivi. La resina epossidica è opaca alle
lunghezze d’onda inferiori ai 300nm.

4.1.2 L’apparato sperimentale

Come nel caso di un comune diodo a giunzione p - n, anche in un SiPM sono rilevanti sia
la misura in polarizzazione diretta che quella in polarizzazione inversa ed è proprio dalle ca-
ratteristiche della curva corrente - tensione in tali regioni di funzionamento che si valutano
rispettivamente i valori della resistenza di quenching Rquench e della tensione di breakdown
Vbd . Per determinare questi parametri è stata misurata la corrente di buio dei SiPMs per di-

signals from SiPMs amplified with a (custom made*) three stages amplification•  
module, based on 3 AD8009 amplifiers (10 dB gain)

*carried out at the University of Pavia

all mechanical supports (ABS) created with a 3D printer•  

the final telescope

Design
A possible detector design: a small-scale detector prototype
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Data and MC comparison for 
the small-scale prototype

A possible detector design: a small-scale detector prototype
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~10 cm of Al

A possible detector design: experimental setup
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1000 samples of 100 events each (~2 days)  
with systematic uncertainties

MC

•  detector misalignment
•  detector noise
•  detector cross-talk

Entries  1000
Mean     0.38
Std Dev    0.06665
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A possible detector design: experimental setup
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17 samples of 100 events each (~2 days) 

DATA Entries  17
Mean   0.3325

Std Dev    0.06685
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A possible detector design: experimental setup
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resolutions computed with 500 samples   
with systematic uncertainties

MC

A possible detector design: experimental setup
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PRIN-2017 proposal to build a real-scale prototype

MIUR - BANDO 2017  - 1 - 

MIUR.AOODGRIC.REGISTRO_PRIN2017.0002291.28-03-2018

Ministero dell'Istruzione dell'Università e della Ricerca
Dipartimento per la formazione superiore e per la Ricerca

Direzione Generale per il Coordinamento, la promozione e la valorizzazione della Ricerca

PRIN: PROGETTI DI RICERCA DI RILEVANTE INTERESSE NAZIONALE – Bando 2017
Prot. 2017XM82N2

PART A

1. Action line

Main line/Linea Principale

2. Research project title

Cosmic Rays as Stability Probes of Historical Buildings (CosPHi)

3. Duration (months)

36 months

4. Main ERC field

PE - Physical Sciences and Engineering

5. Possible other ERC field

SH - Social Sciences and Humanities

6. ERC subfields

1. PE2_2 Particle physics

2. PE8_3 Civil engineering, architecture, maritime/hydraulic engineering, geotechnics, waste treatment

3. SH5_8 Cultural studies, cultural identities and memories, cultural heritage
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PRIN-2017 proposal to build a real-scale prototype
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• A technique and a suitable detector for the stability monitoring of 
(historical) buildings, using cosmic ray muons, have been studied

• The technique was applied to a realistic scenario, using the “Palazzo 
della Loggia” in Brescia a case study

• MC results showed that resolutions smaller than 1 mm could be 
achieved with one week of data taking 

• As a proof of principle, we also developed a small-scale detector 
prototype based on the same technology of the proposed detector

• We are now designing a specific SiPM readout board and we would  
like to build an easy-to-use detector for cosmic ray muons applications

Conclusions


